Abstract. A theorem by W. J. Thron is used to enhance and further substantiate empirical results by Gautschi and Slavik on the convergence of continued fractions used to compute ratios of modified Bessel functions.
Thron's Theorem Applied to Continued Fractions for Ratios of Modified
Bessel Functions. A theorem by Thron* [2] offers analytic confirmation of recent empirical results [1] on the convergence of continued fractions, cfs, for computing ratios of modified Bessel functions. Defining
Thron's Theorem 6.1 states:
The continued fraction K(an/1) converges to a value u which satisfies R(u) > -Vi provided that J2(an) < R(an) + % and \an\ <M for all « > 1. Here M is an arbitrary large positive quantity.
As a consequence of Thron's theorem we can obtain a priori bounds on the truncation error, 2Rn, of Gauss's and Perron's cfs for modified Bessel function ratios. In the case of Thron's Theorem 6.1, Rn is the radius of the value region (nested circles within which the value of the cf lies) of the cfs. From Thron's theorem we thus have *7,<1 Üil + Ui4Mk)).
I *=i
Relatively larger values of M are associated with overall slower convergence. Both Gauss's and Perron's cfs for Iv(x)/Iv_x(x) are in the form required by the theorem [1] . For positive x the assumptions of Thron's theorem are trivially satisfied for Gauss's cf and are easily verified for Perron's cf if v > 1. Thus, to apply the theorem, note that when x » v, the an of Perron's cf will be dominated by l/a0{x) = x/ix + 2v) and the an of Gauss's cf will be dominated by axix) = (l/4)x2/v(v + 1), which we will refer to asMp and MG, respectively. Clearly, as* » v, Mp< 1 and MG » 1. In this case, Rn, or 2Rn (the truncation error), of Gauss's cf is much larger than Perron's, indicating slower convergence of the Gauss cf. These results are given in Figure 3 .3 in [1] . The increase in Mp reflects the fact that, although initial convergence is fast, at extreme accuracies the convergence slows down before regaining speed. The phenomenon of slowing down also becomes more pronounced as x increases. Thus, one must be careful to interpret M as an overall measure of convergence. Although not as precise as thorough empirical results, Thron's theorem is quite useful in exposing dramatic and overall convergence properties of appropriate cfs with a minimum of effort. 
